
  

SANKET GUPTA  
 

OBJECTIVE :  

Seeking an opportunity to work for an organization to have a platform to learn and explore 

new technologies and to improve my skills. 
 

 EDUCATION :

 

Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya University, Bhopal                ( 2016-2020) 

 Bachelor of Engineering(Computer Science)     CGPA(7.0)    

Deepak Memorial inter college  Jhansi (UP) 

 Xii (Senior Secondary ) Science                     percentage (73%)                   (2016) 

 

Internship : 

 

Toogit Solutions Pvt.Ltd  

 During this internship program I learn the concept of python programming language. 

 This project was aimed to improve the SEO ranking of the company.  I coded the logic  

          to sort user skills based the search team.  

 Using NLP python library . I earned certificate in python development.  

 Duration : (1,July 19 - 15 July 19) 

 

PROJECTS: 

  

 Explanatory Data- Analyst & Data Presentation (Movie Datasets)  :  

I focus on finding properties that are associated with successful movies. Besides the datasets  

Also contain the movie released a year, so it also can explore some interesting trends in these  

Movie metrics.  

 The best and worst movies? This type of research is the questions.  

Github : https://github.com/Sanket681g/Explanatory-Data-Analyst-Movies-Datasets- 

 

 Sales Data- Analyst Using Python : 

  This project was to create a Sales report that will show how the business is doing the yearly  

      Trends, product return issues so they can understand the current state of the business . 

     Use skills are Pandas , Matplotlib,and  Seaborn . 

Github: https://github.com/Sanket681g/Sales-Data-Analysis-with-Python- 

  

CERTIFICATE : 

Python programming course : 

certificate Organisations - Great Learning  

In this course i learnt concepts of python how to implement it. and knows about that's why 

python is programmer friendly language and easy to learn.  

 

MY SQL Basics course :  

certificate Organisations - Great Learning  

In this course i understand the use of data base management system. how to manage the data 

.how sql works and manages Data . how to implement the code.  

 

 

  

 CONTACT : 

Mobile : +91-8959298448 

 

Email ID: 

sanketgupta681@gmail.com 

 

Address:  

 135, Sri Rama Residency , Behind  

Vinayaka Temple, Whitefield Road 

, Bangalore  (560037) 

 

GitHub:  

github.com/sanket681g 

 

Linkedin:  

linkedin.com/in/sanket-gupta-

7454a0212 

 

SKILLS : 

 Pythoy 3(Pandas, Numpy)  

 Microsoft SQL Server 

 Tableau(Matplotlib , Seaborn)  

 MS Excel  

 

INTERESTS 

 Gardening  

 Cooking  

 Travelling  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 Earned Silver Badge in SQL at  

Hacker rank. 

 Earned Silver Badge in Python  

       At Hacker rank.   

 

 

 

  


